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Sipartech strengthens its long-haul network infrastructure to 400G+ 

and accelerates links to top global internet hubs in Europe 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Sipartech announces immediate availability of 400G+ spectrum and wavelength offers across its 

network, at the same time as deploying new long-haul routes in Europe.  

Tests were successfully conducted earlier this year to ensure full interoperability between the 

equipment of all major vendors. In addition, the energy savings and carbon footprint reductions 

measured are in line with Sipartech sustainability goals. 

Sipartech’s new 400G+ solutions meet the growing demands of operators, data centers and 

enterprises for high bandwidth between global internet hubs in Europe. These solutions offer high 

speed data transport solutions with some of the highest security, redundancy and capacity 

requirements on the market. They can be delivered within four weeks to 214 data centers in Europe.  

The Sipartech long-haul network is designed with a unique three-way topology that interconnects its 

metropolitan dark fiber networks. Each route lands in a separate data center, with several possibilities 

for further extensions to a wide portfolio of data centers. Today, 214 data centers can be activated 

with 400G+, thanks to the capillarity of Sipartech's metropolitan networks. This will grow to around 

350 data centers in Europe, as indicated in the Sipartech 2023-2025 roadmap.  

“We are investing in the extension and diversification of our long-haul network as well as in its 

continuous and sustainable development, as part of our 2023-2025 strategic plan. We are increasing 

our presence in Europe, offering state-of-the-art, efficient and tailor-made solutions for our customers 

in line with our sustainability goals. Meeting our customers' requirements for performance and energy 

efficiency is our focus and commitment" says Julien Santina, founder and CEO of Sipartech.  

 

Example : 400G+ Paris-Marseille 
 

• 54.6 Tbps of available capacity 

• 500G per wavelength on the two “short routes”   

• 400G per wavelength on the “long route” 

• Low latency 

• <10ms RTD on “short routes” 

• <20ms RTD on the “long route” 

• 100% metro diversity to key datacenters 

• 3 datacenters in Paris (Data4, PA3, TH2)  

• 3 datacenters in Marseille (THM1, MRS1, MRS3) 

• Service Delivery in 4 weeks 

About Sipartech: Sipartech is one of the leading neutral and independent infrastructure operators in Europe. Provider of dark 

optical fibre and very high connectivity services (optical transmission, Ethernet services, IP Transit, Internet access, cloud 

connectivity ...) for data centres, operators and enterprises, Sipartech deploys, operates and maintains an extensive and 

proprietary network of more than 25,000 km across Europe. Discover more on www.sipartech.com 
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